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INTRODUCTION
The nonfungible token (NFT) market is growing rapidly. According to data,
the NFT market exceeded $23 billion in 2021 compared to less than $100
million in 2020. Meanwhile, according to Forbes, in 2021, the NFT market
surpassed $40 billion valuation. The U.S. multinational investment bank and
financial services company Morgan Stanley estimates that the NFT market
could reach $240 billion in 2030. This rapid growth in the NFT market has
offered a wide variety of opportunities for scammers, fraudsters, and
cybercriminals. The targets of such acts are creators and owners as well as
consumers and buyers of NFTs. Investors in NFT projects have also been
defrauded. Some perpetrators use techniques such as hacking and malware
that are intended to gain unlawful access to victims’ digital wallets that store
NFTs.
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NFT VULNERABILITIES
NFTs are vulnerable to breaches, bugs, and attacks as well as other types of
scams, frauds, and deceits. Because anyone can easily download NFT from
an NFT platform, scammers can remint them on the same or different
platform to sell the fake NFTs at lower price. OpenSea, the world’s largest
NFT marketplace, allows the creation of NFTs using “lazy minting,” where
users list NFTs for sale without writing them to the blockchain. Sellers don’t
pay fees until an NFT sells, allowing scammers to list as many stolen items
as they desire.

Instances of other abusive practices such as insider trading have also been
reported. In September 2021, OpenSea, admitted that its product head was
engaged in an insider trading scam. The scheme involved buying an NFT
before it was advertised. When buyers’ interest in the NFT increased, the
asset would be sold at a higher price. In one trade, a digital artwork was
bought for $822 and sold for $4,000. 

Furthermore, NFT investment scams have also proliferated. Plagiarism and
fraud have been an issue since NFTs exploded in early 2021. The NFT
space is rampant with extremely hostile behaviors whereby genuine owners
and buyers of NFTs are being defrauded. The due diligence for the end-user
buying or owning NFTs is very important but is very hard to do. SvmAI
(support vector machines artificial intelligence) can and will solve all these
problems for all the NFT end-users who are either buying or owning NFTs.
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AI-METAVERSE
The Metaverse has created a new generation of the Internet by integrating
technologies such as artificial intelligence and machine learning. Digital
assets, also known as NFTs, include music, in-game goods, videos, and
other media. NFTs are used to manage ownership of virtual assets and
users’ data in the Metaverse. However, the Metaverse has created new
security challenges due to its different structure, for example, virtual
identities. Machine learning and artificial intelligence have become critical
technologies in information security because they can analyze millions of
events and identify a wide variety of threats. By using artificial intelligence,
the AI-based Metaverse can provide significantly improved cybersecurity
solutions. Additionally, machine learning technology and artificial intelligence
can be used to strengthen Metaverse networks against all types of attacks to
reduce security concerns and reduce costs caused by data hacking. AI-
based defense algorithms with a strong structure and accuracy prevent
hackers from infiltrating and damaging the network as well as stealing
information and data. The world of the Metaverse would not evolve without
artificial intelligence.
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The strength and depth of the Metaverse’s automation derive from artificial
intelligence. Using machine learning algorithms, artificial intelligence
oversees all activities in the Metaverse. Current NFTs used in the Metaverse
are not as secure as some would have you believe. Metaverse objects and
assets also require confirmation and identification which are carried out
through NFTs. Due to neural support vector machines (NSVMs) vast
complexity and accuracy, they are the most popular AI algorithms used in AI-
Based Metaverse security protection of NFTs.



For end-users hoping to buy NFTs on the marketplace, SvmAI will give a
transaction history list and a knowledge graph focused on the NFT,
highlighting any abnormal behaviors found based on the AI. The AI report
will include a predicted fair-market value and other metrics related to sale
volume, and minting activity based on the AI strategies of SvmAI. Moreover,
SvmAI will allow the end-user buyer to upload an asset (image, audio, video)
and generate a report, which shows similar NFTs collected over many
blockchains and marketplaces to evaluate the authenticity of the NFT before
purchasing them. The AI mechanism of SvmAI will give both inexperienced
and experienced NFT collectors an easy-to-use AI platform that will protect
them from fraud and deceit.

AI SOLUTION
SvmAI is building an AI platform to help NFT end-
users secure their digital assets on the blockchain.
Whether it is a high-valued NFT, rare NFT, or
NFTs of your beloved dogs, pets, or personal
pictures, our AI platform will help secure and
safeguard them from scams, frauds, hacks,
cybercrimes, and deceits.
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The exciting and major innovative part of SvmAI algorithms is about to be
explained. SvmAI algorithms safeguards all NFT end-users from hacks,
cybercrimes, and deceits. SvmAI algorithms uses neural support vector
machines (NSVMs) through AI-Authenticity protection and AI-Breach risk
prediction the same way AI-based Metaverse uses AI algorithms such as
neural support vector machines (NSVMs) to repel hacks and cyber-attacks,
and by adopting defensive strategies, it prevents hackers from accessing
users’ information and digital assets.

AI-Authenticity protection is central to cybersecurity and the evolution to
multi-factor authentication has helped better secure access. As cyber
criminals evolve their tactics, AI plays a crucial role in improving
authentication processes. Traditional authentication processes execute its
threat protection at the log in stage, SvmAI algorithm can detect and respond
to threats throughout an NFT end-user’s session on their decentralized
wallets by enabling users to act quickly and address high-risk activities,
easily define risk thresholds, and automatically adjust authentication
requirements in their decentralized wallets.

AI-Breach risk prediction can predict how and where end-users
decentralized wallets are most likely to be breached, so that they can plan
for resource and tool allocation towards areas of weakness. Prescriptive
insights derived from SvmAI analysis can help NFT end-users configure and
enhance controls and processes to improve their cyber resilience most
effectively while using their decentralized wallets that store NFTs. 
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TEAM & HEAD DEVELOPER

SvmAI TOKEN

Angelo Guzman, from Spain, founded SvmAI in
September 2022. He is also the head developer for the
project. Angelo has background as a blockchain developer
for multiple years coding blockchain technology
algorithms. Angelo loves crypto, web3, metaverse, and AI.
He is very interested in building and implementing futuristic
use cases for NFTs in real life. Right now, he is seriously
interested in building a superior technology for securing
and authenticating NFTs using his knowledge of AI and
metaverse development. He is a Mathematics and
Computer Science Master’s degree graduate with
emphasis in Algorithmic Mathematics and has working
experience as a Machine Learning engineer in a Big Tech
company in Europe.

We are currently 4 passionate people working full-time on
SvmAI platform. Our team members are in New York,
Spain, and Hong Kong.

SvmAI token has a total supply of 1 billion. To use SvmAI algorithms when it
is completed, the requirement is to hold 5,000 SvmAI tokens in the same
wallet as the safeguarded NFTs.
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TOKENOMICS
 The total supply of SvmAI token is 1 billion. 360 million tokens are for the
PinkSale Fair Launch. 190 million tokens are for liquidity on the DEX. The
remaining tokens are linearly vested. The buy and sell transaction fees are
8%. The transaction fee will be: 5% for building and marketing SvmAI
superior technology, 1% for liquidity (this will help reduce price volatility), and
2% for token holders’ rewards. The SvmAI token allocation are given below:

Token Distribution

Partnerships 5%
Marketing  4%

Fair Launch  36%

Liquidity  19%

Development 18%

Exchanges  10%

Team 8%
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VESTING SCHEDULE
The vesting release schedules for the token allocation is given below:

Fair Launch  
100% at TGE – No Vesting

Liquidity  
100% at TGE – No Vesting

Development 
0% at TGE – 1 month lock, 50% after 1 month lock, 50% linear
distribution 12 months 

Exchanges  
0% at TGE – 1 month lock, 24 months linear distribution

Team 
0% at TGE – 1 month lock, 50% after 1 month lock, 50% linear
distribution 12 months 

Partnerships  
0% at TGE – 1 month lock, 12 months linear distribution

Marketing
0% at TGE – 1 month lock, 50% after 1 month lock, 50% linear
distribution 12 months

100%

100%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%



ROADMAP

Phase One

Phase Two

Phase Three

SvmAI has a very serious team that is also very ambitious. The roadmap to
build SvmAI intelligent technology and decentralized computing to identify,
authenticate, and safeguard NFTs on the blockchain is:

Project development & Research
Website development & Social
media launch
PinkSale Fair Launches & DEX
launches
Partnerships with social media
crypto influencers
Building SvmAI superior
technology

Continue development of SvmAI
superior technology
Partnership with VC
Testnet & Mainnet launch of
SvmAI superior technology

Partnerships with major NFT
marketplaces
Expand SvmAI ecosystem to other
blockchains
Major Exchange listings
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